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Introduction: Catastrophe and Culture  

Local risk management knowledge is printed in cultural „media‟ such as legends and myths. 
Existing legends that narrate past natural events and societal responses to the events may 
provide valuable insights for future risk management. Unfortunately, disaster practitioners 
and researchers may have ignored the beautiful mind of indigenous knowledge at least in the 
context of Indonesia. In addition, research and writing on the topic of catastrophe and culture 
is extremely rare in Indonesia. 

The Arso‟s natives narrate floods as events that are rooted in human‟s mistakes (such as the 
violations to the sacred forest and sacred lands)1 but the making of flood events itself 
requires divine and natural dimension (off punishment) as a response to human wrongdoings. 
In their every day talk of floods, the indigenous people in Keerom, Papua argue that “floods 
can be manufactured by the native leaders”.2  During field interviews, it was found that 
relevant policy makers understood the legend as an empty myth. 

This paper provides insights from an indigenous flood legend of Arso3 that is almost forgotten 
by the people in Keerom Regency, Papua, Indonesia. Keerom is less than one hour drive from 
Jayapura (situated 65 km east of Jayapura city). It is derived from two native words ker and 
omh which means a decision “to go back home” to avoid the floods4. The very meaning of 
Keerom is “to avoid the floods.” Keerom was named after a flood event back in almost 70 
years ago, notably by a Dutch pastor.5 

The technology for flood risk management has been partly recognized by the natives Papuan 
in Indonesia. Their cultural knowledge capital is barely known to the Keerom migrants 
(including those who are in the decision making power). The author believes that promoting 
the local knowledge is the first step to understand not only the past catastrophic events and 
human-nature relationship but also how human constructs socio-ecological understanding of 
the past events through beautiful preserved flood tales can contribute to local sustainability. 
Therefore, mitigating knowledge loss is an important step in mitigating floods risks.  

 

The Arso Flood Legend  

Rombouts (1973)6 documented a big flood legend which the indigenous Arso believe to be a 
universal event. Long time ago in Arso, there is a tale that every woman who gave birth to a 
child must die because there was no way out for the baby but to open women‟s womb with 
stone axes, taken from the nearby river. One day, Towjatuwa, a man from Sawja-Tami (in 
Keerom) was expecting his wife to give childbirth. It was a hard decision to be made as 
Towjatuwa went to the Tami River to find a stone to form an axe. Suddenly a huge crocodile 
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approach Towjatuwa and asked “what are you doing?” “I am looking for a stone to use as an 
axe because my wife must bring a child into the world” answered Twojatuwa.“ The crocodile 
questioned why men always cause sorrow and pain that women not needed to experience? 
Watuwe later helped Twojatuwa‟s wife to deliver the baby by stimulating the womb using 
local herbal medicine.  Narrowra was the name given to the baby boy by Watuwe7.  

The legend claimed that Watuwe become a universal savior – the Messiah of all women – that 
not only saved the Twojatuwa‟s wife - but since then all women universally no need to die. 
Twojatuwa‟s wife is the first event of salvation from maternal mortality.  

Rombouts continued the story. Watuwe foretold that when Narrowra grew up as a skillful 
hunter, their neighbors would kill Watuwe and ate the crocodile‟s meat. An ex-ante big flood 
warning was given to Twojatuwa family: they must go up to high mount of Sangkria (still 
known as a sacred hill today seen on the way from Keerom to Jayapura) where the divine 
beings (white people with wings) lived – they were known as the jankwenk, the people from 
the above.  

    

 

Figure 1 Disaster Cycles based on Big Flood Tales of Arso (Keerom, Papua) 

 

Watuwe was finally killed by the neighbor. Its meat was eaten by the people. The time of the 
foretold catastrophe was getting nearer. Twojatuwa and Narrowra knew what to do by first 
going to high Sangkria mount, the only place to be safe to hear more instruction for a detailed 
„contingency plan‟ for responding to the disaster and rebuilding the earth afterwards. The 
chosen families lead by Twojatuwa and Narrowra were told what to do after the floods such 
as rebuilding lives, livelihoods, and re-populate the world. They received seed relief in order 
to re-grow food and to avoid food insecurity in the world after the catastrophe.  

Figure 1 provides the step by step of the big flood events and how Twojatuwa family 
responded to the events.The world was totally destroyed as the Jankwenk punished the world 
with big floods and storms sent from Sangkria (or Sankria). Sometimes later, Twojatuwa and 
Narrowra sent different types of animals to check whether the flood water had receded so 
they could go back to rebuild the earth. New human population were created and spread in 
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Kwimi, Skamto, Arso and some live next to Tami River8 the place that today are part of 
Keerom. 

The Arso indigenous legend is similar to the big flood story of the Babilonian floods apart from 
their distinction. The legend has a close proximity to the hundreds of distinct flood legends 
worldwide from ancient civilizations such as China, Babylonia, India, America, Hawaii and 
Scandinavia.This flood story can certainly add to the estimation from Hans Schindler Bellamy, 
that altogether “there are over 500 Flood legends worldwide”.9 The list is perhaps without 
Arso‟s flood legend from Keerom, Papua, Indonesia.  

The traditional housing of Keerom people is Rumah Panggung (yayakwan or a knockdown 
timber house) is suitable to swamp and flooded areas. In terms of engineering practice, 
similar construction technology has been used to adapt to floods (and other risks such as wild 
animals) in West Timor, Sumba Island, some parts of Kalimantan, Aceh, North Sumatra, South 
Sumatra and elsewhere. Such knowledge has been invented presumably in a very long time of 
local adaptation to swamp and flood inundation. What makes the practice have different 
meaning is the unique flood legend behind it. Whether or not the legend is partially 
representing the universal events of the Babylonian floods, it is not our focus of interest.   

 

Demographic Change in Keerom Today 

There were only 2000 Arso people scattered in the whole 27 kampong of Arso in mid 1960s10. 
Today, Arso has 20,214 people (about 40% of the total Keerom population). Demographic 
change has suddenly led Keerom to cultural diversity, partly due to the legacy of 
transmigration program from Central Government in the past. There are more than 20 
different ethnic groups not including Java, Makassar and others such as East Nusa Tenggara 
and Moluccas.11  

The natives have been outnumbered by the migrants. Keerom is now home to a total of 48.5 
thousand people (26.5 thousand males and 22 thousand females). At least there is 19.6 
thousand Papuans native (40%) or 4,180 families (37%). 60% of the population are non-Papua 
migrants or about 7100 non-Papuan families (62.9%). Males outnumber females at the rate of 
115,55 which means there is unbalance in the sex ratios because males outnumber 15,55% 
more than females.12 Part of the reasons is also due to its higher incoming male migrants than 
female migrants. 

In the context of local decentralization in Indonesia today, local politics has been actually 
built on voters‟ ethnicity. Therefore “demographic contour” that structures local political 
realities needs to be understood  by disaster risk management professionals because the 
development and disaster risk management priorities are presumably facilitated by social-
political processes where welfare distribution often imprinted in the „social fault lines‟13 
including social identity (of religion and ethnics). 

Each group has a different vision on how local ecology and economy should be managed. 
Therefore, the demographic change drives social-political changes that facilitate significant 
economic and environmental change. In many cases, the occupied settlements are built on 
the pre-existing swamp areas, which create long term exposure to floods and flood 
inundations. Present efforts to deal with the flood risks turn out to create more exposure and 
vulnerability to floods. Brief explanation of the change is elaborated below. 

 

Hazards and Vulnerability Today  

Keerom regency is a hazard prone area that faces multi-hazards floods, earthquakes, 
landslides, epidemic and violent events.14 Flood is one of its dominant disaster risks. 
Torrential rain fell during one or two days could easily trigger inundation at the houses in 
Arso, East Arso and Skanto districts, the well known flood hotspots.15   
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There is an increasing trend of unsustainable land use change in the town and villages. In Arso 
alone, human population rate have grown more than 900% in the last 30 years. On average, 3% 
population increase per year. Local infrastructures grow steadily during the last five years. 
The settlements in town also grow steadily, and this begs for more land conversion. A great 
deal of swamp areas have been converted into human settlements (especially in lower lands 
such as Arso and Kanto). The total settlements today have occupied 588ha and the swamp has 
been reduced to 451 ha as of 2008 (Keerom in Figure 2009). This trend continues.  

Significant conversion of forests into big plantations and smallholder plantations also took 
place during the last 30 years. In fact, the modern history of Keerom is built on these 
conversions. The old palm oil trees that belong to transmigrants have been less productive 
today. Some land owners (among the transmigrants such as local transmigrants) preferred to 
rent their two-ha palm oil land16 to maintain their marginal benefit. Forest production in 
Keerom in 2007 and 2008 are subsequently 92,671 mt and  81,641 mt.17 

In the town, some groups are getting richer. The richer groups tend to build their concrete 
stage houses by land filling the swamps and paved their foundation of concrete houses higher 
than the roads to avoid the risk of inundation and floods. But this means the richer eliminate 
their flood risks by transferring the flood risks to the poorer people in their neighborhood. 
This in part leads to the situation where the poor people including the poor (trans)migrants 
have been pushed to experience urban ecological degradation where flood inundation persist 
and create perfect places for mosquitoes and therefore it invites malaria.18 In addition, some 
parts of the town do not have proper drainage. 19 

The ongoing expansion of the town settlements to the swamp areas tend to increase flood 
risks through aggressive land filling the swamps with building materials while transfer the risk 
of inundation and floods to the poor and those who are not able to pay for such a 
construction. Recent efforts to construct urban drainage infrastructure that is partially 
funded by both BNPB (Indonesian Disaster Management Agency) funds and “Rp. one billion per 
village” from central government funds will likely to be ineffective especially when the 
sediment transports, poor urban waste management and massive swamp land filling continue 
at higher speed. This exemplifies the „old‟ knowledge in disaster studies: disaster risk are 
embedded and partly „manufactured„ by development process which in turn can create shocks 
in local development process.   

 

Final Remark  

The beautiful minds of indigenous people preserved in their legends will remain a nostalgia if 
there is no relevance for today‟s risk management. In Keerom, the indigenous communities 
have been indirectly „forced‟ separate from the majority migrants who occupy the urban 
landscapes. Social demographic and economic changes and political processes have 
marginalized the indigenous locals. Their legends that are full ecological values and pro 
disaster risk reduction are to be seen as empty myths. Today, the very meaning of Keerom as 
to avoid floods tend to be neglected whether by native or the migrants.  

The hope is often placed at the hands of disaster risk reduction policy entrepreneurs such as 
NGOs because in the NGOs‟ hands, local knowledge can (sometimes) gain its legitimacy in 
regards to flood management. Some empirical evidence concerning creative (and open 
minded) local government bureaucrats in Keerom may provide rooms where adoption of 
community based disaster risk reduction can be made sustainable. The challenge remains on 
how to multiply „risk reduction policy entrepreneurs‟ and „more cooperative local 
governments‟ in a sustainable way? 
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15 It was estimated that „at least 250 homes in the area had been flooded“ reported by Nethy Dharma Somba, Jayapura Flooding 
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18 History of emergency evacuation due to Malaria in Keerom during 1997-2000 has been well recorded. This makes Arso district 
known as „hyperendemic‟ area for Malaria.  In 1999, a total of reported cases of malaria reach almost 500/month. (especially 
August, September and October 1999). During 1998, there was also Malaria outbreak in the town with a maximum figure less 
than 300 cases in August 1998.  See Baird et. al. 2003 Adult Javanese Migrants to Indonesian Papua at High Risk of Severe 
Disease Caused by Malaria. Epidemiology and Infection, Vol. 131, No. 1, pp. 791-797. 
19 Local Disaster Management Office (BPBD) Keerom argued for “dominant factors” of floods in Keerom: First, it argued for the 
land use change at the higher elevation regions where “hard trees” have become less available to provide its ecosystem services 
to absorb the rainfalls (BPBD views this is the main causation of flood); Deforestation surrounding the watersheds areas and 
land conversion for town settlements. The third is that “the landuse change contributes to the higher run-off”. BPBD Keerom 
2009 Rencana Strategis Badan Penanggulangan Bencana Daerah Tahun Kabupaten Keerom 2009-2013. 


